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Motivation

A proving strategy is a specific configuration of an automatic theorem prover (ATP) used to
attack a problem. It is broadly recognized that there is no universally good strategy and that,
instead, different strategies work well on different problems. At the same time, the task of
predicting in advance, given a particular problem, which strategy will perform best on it, seems
very hard. For these reasons, ATPs typically run—in their most powerful mode of operation—a
whole sequence of time-limited strategies called a schedule, where the individual strategies are
selected to complement each other. This idea of time slicing has been first implemented in the
ATP Gandalf [10, 11] and has been since successfully adopted by most modern ATPs (cf. the
auto-schedule mode in E [6] or the CASC mode in Vampire [3]). A plausible explanation for
why strategy scheduling is so effective in practice, is the observation that if a problem can be
solved at all, it can often be solved by some strategy very quickly [5].

In recent years, we have seen several promising approaches improving the performance of
ATPs with the help of machine learning, in particular artificial neural networks. Most notable
are systems targeting for the improvement clause selection, a crucial heuristic choice point in
a saturation-based ATP. Examples of such systems include ENIGMA-anonymous [1], where
clause selection is guided with the help of a graph neural network [4], and Deepire [7], which
enhances Vampire’s clause selection capabilities by an advice from a recursive neural network
constructed over clause derivation history. While the improvement by these ML-integrations
is very encouraging if not downright impressive, their common trait is that they only strive to
improve a single base prover strategy, thus ignoring the power of strategy scheduling.

The aim of this work is to enhance systems such as ENIGMA or Deepire with the ability
to simultaneously train a full host of guiding heuristics, i.e., strategies, which automatically
adapt to the training problems and become complementary in aspects relevant to solving them.
In the method we propose, the individual strategies arise as local specialists on automatically
clustered problems that are most efficiently solved by the respective variant of the learned
heuristic (such as clause selection). These specialists are determined as small “tweaks” of the
universally optimal, generalist strategy that would be obtained normally.

Method

The main idea is to assign a small learnable embedding vector vp to each input problem p and
to condition the network being trained N by vp when learning from examples or experiences
coming from p. The conditioning could mean providing vp as a separate input, but other
schemes seem possible and will be experimented with as part of this work. During training
with gradient descent the embedding vp will “travel” from its initial value (e.g., vp = ~0 for
every p) to encode a (mild) specialization—for its corresponding problem p—of the overall
general guiding heuristic. At the same time, the training will thus implicitly cluster the input
problems according to which variation of the general heuristic is most suitable for solving them.
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In more detail, let us imagine we are training a network N from experiences collected
while running our prover over a set of problems P . Our training examples will be of the form
(input , target , p) where p ∈ P is a problem on which the prover was run to obtain the example.
In standard training with gradient descent, our network would be determined by a vector of
parameters θ and we would, for each example, compute the gradient

∇θLoss(Nθ(input), target)

to update these parameters, where Nθ(input) is the network’s prediction for input (which
would—during inference time—be used for the prover guidance).

With conditioning, we additionally maintain a set of problem embeddings {vp}p∈P to be
treated as additional trainable network parameters. Our gradient formula becomes

∇θ,vpLoss(Nθ,vp(input), target)

when training on an example obtained while running the prover on p.
The additional degrees of freedom should allow the network to achieve an overall smaller loss.

Thus we expect Nθ,vp (i.e., the specialist) to be more effective at solving problem p (and similar
ones) than the plain Nθ (i.e., the generalist). However, it is important that the dimension of
the embedding |vp| is small compared to number of parameters |θ|, as we still want the essence
of the learned guidance to reside in θ and each vp to be only a small “tweak” of this essence.1

At the same time, our overall aim is for the space spanned by the embeddings {vp}p∈P
to exactly represent the space of all reasonable strategies representable by our architecture.
The method guarantees that “relevant complementarity” arises for free: the loss decreases
whenever vp specializes the guidance in aspects relevant for solving p better than the generalist
would. There is still a risk, however, that not every point in the spanned space will correspond
to a reasonable heuristic for the ATP (imagine a point lying too far from any final learned
embeddings vp). We will take inspiration from the variational autoencoder models [2], which
face similar difficulties, and adapt their solution of adding an explicit clustering factor into the
loss function, if needed. Then, for deployment, equipped with a whole space of heuristics, we
will be able to sample new strategies on demand, taking advantage of the previously solved
clustered problem to navigate the corresponding space.

Proof of Concept Implementation

In the talk, we will report on experiments with the described idea in the context of reinforcement
learning for clauses selection in the ATP Vampire. This is a continuation of our work motivated
in an AITP presentation last year [8]. We train a feed-forward neural network to classify clauses
based on a small set of standard features such as age, weight, the number of variable occurrences,
or a distance to the goal. This setup is deliberately close to the human-designed heuristics (such
as age/weight alternation) aiming to answer the question: can these be re-learned just from the
prover experience? And deliberately simple to be competitive in real time evaluation.

Another distinguishing features of our approach is that we do not attempt to model the
prover’s state for influencing the decisions. This is again in line with the state-of-the-art human-
designed heuristics and allows us to store clauses, as usual, in a queue data structure (once
evaluated by the network) for an efficient “extract-min” retrieval. However, we treat both the
prover and the guiding agent stochastically [9] which brings some extra challenges.

Without aspiring to explain all the relevant details here (thus mainly for the aesthetic
enjoyment of the kind reader) a small teaser of our results is presented in Figure 1.

1At the opposite extreme, we would learn a separate network Np for every problem p, which would most
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Figure 1: A heat map showing guiding model’s loss as a function of a two-dimensional problem
“tweak” embedding v. The loss was computed for a particular trace collected from solving the
TPTP problem GRA002+1. The loss achieves a minimum of around 5.0 in the central red patch.
In the regular grid overlay of the small circles, the actual success rate of Vampire guided with
a particular tweak is shown in grayscale (black means “never solved”, pure white is “solved in
10 out of 10 randomly seeded experimental runs”). The black circle that is not part of the grid
represents the actual current “tweak” vp for the mentioned problem. The plot demonstrates a
rare situation when a loss-minimizing version of the guidance does not lead to a success, while
other versions of the guidance do. This points to an imperfect match between the loss function
and the loss-minimizing network’s influence on the prover performance.


